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Preface 

Analysis of ancient Indian traditions and architecture reveals how efficiently the

contemporary society was equipped for addressing all environmental adversities through

their initiatives of conservation and wise use of resources. Recent events of rapid growth

of population, political disputes over transboundary resource sharing, pollution, global

warming and extreme weather events have highlighted the need for reintroduction of

theseecofriendly(green)andsustainablesolutionsforaddressingthesame.

Green vision is an initiative to compile information on recent

environmental issues and probable sustainable solutions to the same. The

uniqueness of this e-magazine lies in the fact that it provides a platform to

students pursuing Master of Arts in Environmental Studies of both regular

and distance mode to express their concerns and opinions regarding these

environmental issues. This initiative is expected to motivate students to

thinkoutof theboxandbeyondtheboundariesoftextbooks.

This magazine also includes write-ups from faculty members of

different disciples and institutes to provide a true interdisciplinary

approachtodiscussionsrelatedtoenvironmentalissues.

I sincerely thank Prof. Sabyasachi Basu Ray Chaudhury, Hon’ble

Vice Chancellor, Rabindra Bharati University for formally launching

thismagazine ontheoccasionof EarthDay2022(April22,2022).

The articles, artwork and pictures contributed by the students vividly

depicts their consciousness and awareness for environmental

sustainability. I wish to express my sincere appreciation for Dr. Priya

Banerjee and Dr. Pallavi Mitra, Assistant Professor(s), Department of

Environmental Studies, Centre for Distance and Online Education,

Rabindra Bharati University for this novel initiative undertaken on the

occasionof EarthDay(April22)2022.University

I also thank all faculty for their wonderful articles. I wish all readers a beautiful International Mother Earth Day 2022 and hope our

studentsablycontributeintheirownwayinconservingthisplanetanditsresources.

Prof. (Dr.) Ashis Kumar Das
Director
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education

Hon’bleVice Chancellor,  Rabindra Bharati University 
launching  Green Vision  with Director, Rabindra Bharati 

University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Green Vision 

With the world being on the verge of being consumed by the
forces of global warming, undertaking of green initiatives
have become imperative to ensure the sustenance of
mankind. Green initiatives include but are not limited to
energy saving, efficient use of resources, sustainable waste
management, minimizing carbon emissions, reducing energy
consumption, promoting use of ecofriendly products, etc.

Green initiatives can help address the following issues of environmental sustainability:

•Long-term health of ecosystems. Protecting the long-term productivity and health of resources to meet
future economic and social needs, e.g. protecting food supplies, farmland and fishing stocks.
•Intergenerational decision making. When making economic decisions, we should focus on
implications for future generations, and not just the present moment. For example, burning coal gives a
short-term benefit of cheaper energy, but the extra pollution imposes costs on future generations.
•Renewable resources: Diversifying into energy sources that do not rely on non-renewable resources.
For example, solar and wind power.
•Prevent the consequences of man-made global warming. Policies to ensure the environment of the
planet does not deteriorate to a point where future generations face water shortages, extreme weather
events, excess temperature. – All factors that could make living in parts of the world very difficult if not
possible.
•Protection of species diversity and ecological structure. Sometimes medicines require elements
within specific plant species. If some species go extinct, it limits future technological innovation.
•Treating environmental resources as if they have intrinsic rights and value. In other words, we
shouldn’t just rely on a monetary value of a resource but on the ecological services offered by the same.

Green Vision (an e-magazine) attempts to highlight such environmental issues and initiatives of
contemporary importance through an interdisciplinary approach. More importantly, if provides a
platform to students pursuing Master of Arts in Environmental Studies to share their observation,
thoughts and concerns regarding the same. This initiative is expected to motivate the students, make
them more conscious regarding recent environmental issues and shape their thoughts into ideas of
sustainability. Articles included in this issue highlight pertinent global and regional environmental issues
as well as concepts and initiatives of Noble laureate Rabindranath Tagore for addressing the same.

Articles, artwork
and photographs by
students included in
this issue explores
topics like green
practices, products,
technologies,
sustainable
alternatives, etc.

shouldn’t just rely on a monetary value of a resource but on the ecological services offered by the same.
•Targeting social welfare/happiness and environmental sustainability above crude measures of
progress such as GDP.

We hope to encourage all readers to gather knowledge that can facilitate more environment
friendly and ecologically responsible decisions and lifestyles, which in turn will help protect
the environment and sustain its natural resources for both current and future generations.

Dr. Priya Banerjee & Dr. Pallavi Mitra 
Assistant Professor(s), Department of Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education
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Due to the ongoing change of climate we are losing our
biological species. There behaviour and distribution patterns
are changing. Extinction of species is irreversible. Climate

Emerging environmental issues with probable solutions 

Everything that surrounds us, is a part of the environment including
all the living organisms and the non-living systems too. It consists of
four major components i.e. biosphere, atmosphere, lithosphere and
hydrosphere which are interlinked for maintaining a balance. Not
only the environment sustains all life on planet, providing food water
shelter and many other things but it provides numerous ecological
services that makes our lives so easy. But unfortunately we have
taken this opportunity for granted and disrupted the delicate balance
between the different components of the environment due to our
greed and unsustainable use of natural resources.

layer depletion, water and energy scarcity, soil degradation etc. On the
other hand human population growth is another major concern. As
climate change and extremes have become global concerns over the last
few decades, we have already experienced weather extremes on land and
in the ocean in the form of heavy precipitation, droughts, increased
frequency of cyclones, forest fire, etc. Rapid deforestation, use of
chemical fertilizers, excessive dependence on fossil fuels, natural
resource exploitation and industrialization have resulted in the production
of more greenhouse gases.

Presently we are facing serious environmental problems like loss of
biodiversity, climate change, ozone

are changing. Extinction of species is irreversible. Climate
change has affected human systems too. For example, water
scarcity, food production, health and increased occurrence of
infectious diseases, loss of livelihood are few areas of major
human concern. Recent studies have indicated that climate
disasters are forcing community humans to migrate from one
place to another. These adverse effects span across the globe,
intensifying in recent years, and are projected to amplify
manifold if proper steps are not taken by the global
community. To combat environmental degradation and
mitigate it's negative impacts everyone should participate in
making the earth better, greener and more sustainable. Not
only the policy makers, but the commoners, especially the
youth, should take the initiative and help the entire human
community to understand the repercussions caused by over-
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exploitation of our environment. They should provide solutions
for securing a more sustainable future by addressing all three
aspects of sustainability, i.e., environment, society and
economy. From the grassroot level to the policy makers the
goal should be to reduce carbon footprint and waste, increase
fuel and energy efficiency, use more renewable energy
sources, opt for sustainable lifestyle choices, educate people
and finally adopt the five ‘R’ principle i.e.
refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose and recycle.

5 ‘R’s

5 ‘R’s: A Path To Sustainability 
Think green       Act green     Live green

Refuse: Replace, don’t 
purchase
Reduce: Cut back
Reuse: Use over and 
over again
Repurpose: Reform, 
repair, DIY
Recycle: Reuse 
materials as resource

Dr. Aniruddha Mukhopadhyay
Professor
Department of Environmental Science, University of Calcutta 



Environmental ethics and human-environment partnership

The world is at the verge of destruction by the
activities of mankind, that is, by only
0.000002% of the total life on the earth in
only last 200 years of the history of 10,000-
year-old civilization. As a result of
overconsumption, human race is generating
275 million tonnes of plastic waste and 50
million tonnes of electronic waste per year.
Rate of generation of hazardous waste is
estimated at about 60 kg per person per year
and the figure is increasing continuously.

Remedial rules and regulations are available in different countries with different stringencies, but they
are not properly implemented everywhere. Here comes the need of the Environmental Ethics. Ethical
code of conduct can do what law cannot. The sanction of law is through physical punishment
implemented by legislative bodies whereas the same for ethics is through the conscience and/ or social
reputation. Ethics is usually practiced in communities, in the plural. It is basically the guidelines of
behavior of an individual or group in a society.

At the beginning of civilization, human society was used
to consider the surrounding nature or environment as a
provider of all it needs for livelihood. The term
Environmental Ethics was coined during 1960-70 which
was aimed at establishing and studying the moral
relationship of human beings with their surrounding
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relationship of human beings with their surrounding
nature and non-human beings.

Environmental Ethics was divided into two parts-
anthropocentric (human-centred) and non-
anthropocentric (not human-centred). Unfortunately, till
date, global environmental issues are generally discussed
in terms of facts and technical data – the focus remains
on the causes, policies and impacts rather than the ethical

than the ethical concerns. In 2017, UNESCO declared a few ethical principles like prevention of harm,

The first principle of the United Nation’s conference on Environment and
Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 implied anthropocentric view
to nature along with the nature-human dualism; at the same time, a
partnership view is also accepted. However, the fourth principle unified
humans with nature and considered ecocentric view without considering
the duality. In many such principles, local, cultural and geographical
contexts were considered. Though there are many perspectives to look at
the human-environment relationship, the partnership view is the most
appropriate to achieve sustainable development. Unless human
society considers environment as its partner, it will continue
destroying the ecological balance by overconsumption.

precautionary approach, equity and justice and sustainable development
that are related to climate change. But how can development be
sustainable?

Dr. Sampa Chakrabarti
Professor
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Calcutta



Earth day, citizen science and idea of Rabindranath Tagore

Citizen science is nothing but the people’s
participation practice and collaboration in
scientific research to enhance scientific
knowledge pool of a society. Here people monitor
their own ambient, observe the changes, share and
contribute to data to several big monitoring and
collection programs. Generally, no payment is
made for this activities. They can be considered as
unpaid volunteer.

Citizen science no doubt utilizes the aggregated
knowledge of communities and the common
people try to identify research questions, analyse
data, interpret their observation, make new

Today we, Indian are going to conserve our

new discoveries, and also invent technologies and applications. All these efforts help to understand and
solve environmental problems. the idea and practice of ‘Citizen Science’ is over 100 years old. The
Oxford University Dictionary defined Citizen Science in 2014 as “scientific work undertaken by
members of the general public, often in collaboration with or under the direction of professional
scientists and scientific institutions.”
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Today we, Indian are going to conserve our
environment by capturing the data from
common people, they can be illiterate,
uneducated, socially marginalized. The Earth
day 2022 will going to celebrate soon and set
up “Citizen Science” concept throughout the

world; but we are very fortunate that Poet Rabindranath Tagore had developed this concept and
constructed home at Santiniketan with local knowledge and materials. The heritage building like
Udichi, Syamali were constructed using local earthen material and application of local knowledge. He
thought that the education should be provided in the nature so the students could understand the topic
better. Tagore can be called an 'environmentalist', a term from the 1970s but in his work as an educator
and rural reformer we can say that he believed in 'thinking globally and acting locally', an early slogan
for the modern environmental movement. His concept was to imitate nature not destructing or
exploiting our mother earth. He probably was the initiator of the current ‘Earth day concept’. This
year's theme is "Invest In Our Planet" and there are no shortage of ways to get involved in the effort to
mitigate the effects of climate change on our planet. Huge exploitation, destruction of virgin forest,
greedy industrial production which actually oppose the philosophy of Tagore, probably the major
causes of global climate change. Hence we have to return back to our mother earth keeping the idea of
people participation and Tagore’ s ideas.

“Earth Day is every day, and anywhere you are”.”

Dr. Subarna Bhattacharyya
Assistant Professor
Department of Environmental Studies, Jadavpur University



Impact of pesticides on environment

Pesticides are considered as any substance or mixture of substances
used for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pests. The
term pesticide covers a wide range of compounds including
insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, rodenticides, molluscicides,
nematocides, plant growth regulators and others. They are widely used
throughout the world for food production so as to meet the global food
demand. However, they are also considered as ubiquitous
environmental pollutants, causing adverse effects on water quality,
biodiversity and human health.

Pesticides are found to have harmful effects on non-target species and affect animal and plant biodiversity,
aquatic as well as terrestrial food webs and ecosystems. It has been reported that 64% of global
agricultural land is at risk of pesticide pollution by more than one active ingredient, and 31% is at high
risk. risk. Pesticides enter the natural

ecosystems by two different
means depending upon their
solubility. Water soluble
pesticides get dissolve in water
and enter ground water, streams,
rivers and lakes hence causing
harm to untargeted species. On
the other hand, fat soluble
pesticides enter the bodies of
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pesticides enter the bodies of
animals by a process known as
“bioamplification”. The toxicity
level of a pesticide depends on
the dose, the length of exposure,
and the route of entry or
absorption. The effect of
pesticides is linked to various

spheres of environment i.e water, air, crop plants, soil, animal populations and human health.

The following maybe considered in order to reduce its adverse effect of pesticides on the environment:
 Application of pesticides at the lowest effective level.
 Application of pesticides at field recommended rates to avoid unnecessary pesticide treatments.
 Following Integrated Pest Management.
 Application of formulations that minimize drift.
 Use of safety equipment when handling pesticides.
 Use of disease and insect resistant crop varieties.

Water bodies contaminated with pesticide poses a significant threat to aquatic life. Application of
pesticides may also lead to crop phytotoxicity. Pesticide residues in soil reportedly reduces activity of
soil microorganisms which in turn effects soil fertility. Populations of beneficial insects such as bees and
beetles can significantly decline by the overuse of broad-spectrum insecticides such as carbamates,
organophosphates and pyrethroids. Spraying of pesticides have also been linked to declines in the
population of rare species of animals and birds.

Dr. Moumit Roy Goswami, 
Assistant Professor & HOD 
Department of Environmental Science, Netaji Nagar College for Women



Trekkers and tourists  must be more responsible towards 
the environment

SIKKIM

Sikkim, a Himalayan state, is taking a major
environmental step by banning plastic bottles. Chief
Minister PS Tamang has banned bottled mineral water
bottles from the state with effect from January 1, 2022,
in a bold move to combat plastic pollution. As
alternatives, natural water sources such as rivers and
reusable bottles have been promoted. A three-month
buffer has been offered to enterprises to deplete their
existing stock of mineral water bottles, according to CM
Tamang.

In terms of decreasing plastic pollution in the country,
Sikkim has always been ahead of the curve. They were
the first state to outlaw throwaway plastic bags smaller
than 50 microns in 1998. In 2016, the whole state banned
the use of styrofoam and thermocol disposable plates and
flatware.

This isn't the first time they've mentioned
prohibiting the use of plastic water bottles.
They banned their usage in government
buildings and events in 2016, instead
promoting the use of filtered water, water
dispensers, and reusable water bottles. In
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dispensers, and reusable water bottles. In
2012, the town of Lachen in North Sikkim
proclaimed itself plastic-free, and visitors
were urged to either dispose of their plastic
bottles or transfer their water into reusable
bottles, which were available at all
establishments in the area. Vehicles
establishmentwere (and are still being) randomly inspected to ensure that no plastic bottles made their way into
town.

CM Tamang emphasised the need of utilising Sikkim's natural water
resources, such as filtered river water. People and the environment
would both benefit from this. "Sikkim is blessed with abundant natural
water resources, and all water requirements may be addressed within
the state through environmentally friendly measures (such as the
National Water Quality Monitoring Programme)," he stated in his
Gandhi Jayanti declaration.

Lachen established a new norm earlier this year (2022) when it
introduced environmentally friendly bamboo bottles as a replacement
for plastic bottles, which might pave the way for the state’s
new green future.

Dr. Prantik Banerjee
Assistant Professor, Environmental Science, Department of Chemistry
School of Basic and Applied Science, Adamas University





Expression of Tagore’s environmentalism in his literary works

Nature has always occupied a predominant place in the mind of
Rabindranath since his childhood. The little boy accompanied his father
Debendranath in his various tours and got to see nature in it’s purest form
very closely. His closeness with Nature grew since then, which has been
expressed in his various poems, songs and writings.

When he was at Silaidaha, looking after the zamindari work, his intimacy
with Nature found expression in his various writings.

On 26th September, 1895, Tagore writes, “there is no closer relationship
other than that between Nature and music. Whenever I see rains over the
Padma river, I think of composing a new monsoon song in Raag
Meghamalhar.”

In another writing on 15th December, 1895, we find him bathing in the tranquility of the evening
amidst the quiet water of the Padma and the silent sky. The sound of the violin coming from a distant
boat, playing the evening raagas of Purabi and Yaman Kalyan filled his heart.

This love of Nature inspired him to think that every season in India has a festival associated with it.
And thus he introduced festivals relating to various environmental objects. The play "Muktodhara" tell
the story of man's limitless greed and the backlash from nature. The plot revolves around a monster
machine created by a king to block the natural flows of a huge river and how a prince joins commoners
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to protect nature by revolting against the king.

Again, he found a deep relation between each season and our own Indian raagas. Thus Nature formed
the very base of many of his creations. The dark monsoon clouds inspired him to write the first song of
‘Bhanusingher Padavali’ at the age of 16.

Tagore realized the importance of preserving Nature and it’s objects, and hence tried to instill among
the people the love of Nature through his poems, songs, plays and writings.

The issues of environmental degradation,
the threats of air, water, noise and visual
pollution breathing over our shoulders, the
irresponsible human behavior of
concretizing the environment, are all
leading to destruction of our environment,
which Tagore had already predicted way
back. Only organizing rallies, or
distributing pamphlets will not be any
solution to this problem. We can follow
Tagore’s way of protecting our
environment through positive

Dr. Samita Mukherjee
Assistant Professor, Department of Rabindra Sangeet
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education

steps of conservation of our natural resources.    



Environmental governance in India

Managing our planet's vast and diversified natural resources is becoming an increasingly difficult task.
Environmental threats, particularly those that cross political borders, such as air pollution and
biodiversity loss, will necessitate new global, regional, national, and local responses involving a
diverse range of stakeholders in our globalised world of interconnected nations, economies, and
people. Government, industry, and civil society are all involved in governance, which stresses whole-
system management. Alternative governance methods, such as watershed-based management, are
frequently used in environmental governance to incorporate this varied variety of aspects. Natural
resources and the environment are viewed as global public goods, which fall under the category of
things that do not depreciate when shared. Everyone benefits from a breathable atmosphere, a steady
temperature, and stable biodiversity, for example. The management of the natural environment has
probably become one of humanity's most difficult concerns.

As a result, the environment has become increasingly
important in the agendas of both developed and
developing countries at all levels of government. While
environmental issues are frequently considered as having
technical, managerial, or behavioural components,
environmental governance is becoming a more prominent
approach of addressing these complications.

Indeed, interest in environmental governance has led to study on challenges such as resource shortages
and disputes, allocation and access, and biodiversity protection in forest, agricultural, freshwater,
marine, and even atmospheric systems at all sizes from the local to the global. The Indian government
has selected a multi-pronged strategy to environmental governance, which has been detailed in this
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Forests, water, and environmental degradation all
have their own policies. However, over time, the
experience of implementing these rules has
highlighted the necessity for a holistic policy
approach to environmental management in the
country. As a result, in 2006, a new National
Environmental Policy was launched. The existing
governance system does not include (public)
engagement, transfer (of powers), or smart
resource management.

has selected a multi-pronged strategy to environmental governance, which has been detailed in this
report. Global commitments, openness and accountability, sensitive ecosystems and conservation,
water resource management, and research, education, and training capacity building are among the
main areas in which the Indian government's programmes fall.

The Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act of 1996 and the National Environmental
Appellate Authority (NEAA) Act of 1997 are both regarded steps in the right direction. The proposed
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA), which would act as a hub for environmental management
(through project permissions and target initiatives) from a multi-dimensional perspective while
incorporating existing institutions into the operational framework, could improve
the country's environmental governance.

Dr. Pallavi Mitra 
Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Echoes of distress from the hills

Darjeeling has always
been famous for
timber, tourism, and
tea. However, the
ecosystem of this
region has been
experiencing several
distressing issues from
increased pressure of

Moreover, due to lack of awareness and guidelines,
tourists often pollute the local environment by:
• Unnecessary noise and gathering;
• Damaging properties;

tourism activities, expansion of agriculture, changing demography, political instability and over
exploitation of natural resources.

According to the National Forest Policy of India (1988), an estimated 20% of dense forest destruction
has occurred in the hills in the name of development and needs of local livelihoods. The major ongoing
threat to the sustenance of this region are the unsustainable tourism practices that have caused
uncontrolled degradation of this fragile environment. For the purpose of expansion of tourism and
accommodation of tourists in the hills, a large number of medium and low-grade hotels are growing day
by day. The mushroomed hotels occupying residential area not only pressurizes the basic necessities for
local inhabitants but also causes degradation of natural resources and land features, while exerting
additional burden on the drainage/waste management capacities maintained by local governing bodies.
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• Damaging properties;
• Polluting water bodies of the hills (drinking

water);
• Violating rules and regulations;
• Open defecation (urination) within or nearby

famous tourist spots;
• Vehicular pollution; and
• Unmanaged waste (especially plastic) generation.

Above all, Darjeeling receives a high amount of rain

Short term profit making ideas and planning might be beneficial for a year or a decade, but it will create
a huge destruction in near future and hamper the existence of this ecosystem as a whole. Following
strategies maybe considered for preventing rapid destruction of this hill ecosystem:
•Spreading of awareness and education on sustainable tourism (ecotourism) practices among the local
people, students and tourists alike;
•Checking growth of illegal mushrooming hotels that are not following basic guidelines or
responsibilities towards environment, or making them adhere to the laws;
•Maintaining basic environmental standards towards sustainable or long lasting tourism – cleanliness,
eco-friendly steps, proper maintenance of sanitation and solid waste management, etc.;
•Emphasizing on smooth traffic management (by calculating carrying capacity) to attract not only more
number of visitors but, to maintain environmental standards of the ecosystem as well.

Through these initiatives, let us all strive to preserve the beauty and nature of the
“Queen of Hills” for generations to come.

during every monsoon, which makes it highly vulnerable to natural calamities during the same.

Dr. Priya Banerjee
Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Urbanization and the green city : Through the lens of Rajarhat, 
New Town, West Bengal

The demographers state that urbanization has
been a process that is characterized by the
expansion of urban units and/or the increase in
the urban population. The rapid pace of
urbanization facilitates the immigration
process and defines a complex pattern of
urban development with special, socio-
economic, cultural and environmental aspects.
From developmental part, the infrastructural
development mostly is not at par with the
rapid pace of urbanization and becomes
haphazard and unplanned. This results in the
rise of major environmental issues.

The undeniable and unforeseen situation considers us as a part of the
consequences of environmental issues, as in most cases, we have been
identified as the source of the problems. The solutions, thus, should come
up through us by the strategic intervention in urban setting, with special
focus on different components of solutions focusing on we as a solution.
As a result the concept of green city has emerged. Green city promotes
energy efficiency and renewable energy in all its activities, extensively
promotes green solutions, applies land compactness with mixed land use
and social mix practices in its planning systems, and many more. Thus
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and social mix practices in its planning systems, and many more. Thus
green cities are defined as those that are environmentally friendly and
have clean air and water and pleasant streets and parks.

Components of strategic intervention:
The best example is Rajarhat New Town which gets a recognition as Bengal’s first Green City for
effectively emphasizing on building eco-friendly civic amenities for its residents.

These initiatives, however, assess the societal and political action dimension to respond
meaningfully to urban environmental challenges.

Heat control 
initiatives-vertical 

garden 

Water reuse-recycle 
initiative 

Public transport 
initiatives 

Solid waste management 
initiative 

Energy saving initiatives 
– solar panels

Ms. Arunima Dhar
Assistant Professor, Department  of  Social Work
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Silica particles and the invisible hazards

Stone grinding produces 
silicon dust

Perhaps you are familiar with the name silicon. Silicon is a non-
metallic chemical element in the carbon family having atomic
symbol Si and atomic number 14. This element is very much
abundant in the universe like the element carbon. It is the eighth
most abundant in the universe by weight. Pure silicon is too
reactive to be found in nature but it is found in practically all rocks
as well as in sand, clay and soil. Silicon combines with oxygen to
form silicon dioxide and with other elements to form silicates.
Silicon makes upto 27% of Earth’s crust and over 90% of the crust
is made of silicon-containing minerals and compounds. Most of the
silicon on earth is found in the form silicon oxides like sand and
quartz. Silicon in more refined form is used in electronics and
semiconductors. Though silicon is a very necessary element in scientific and industrial use, devastating
environmental pollution related health hazards caused by it is extremely costly.

Silicosis is the most common occupational lung disease worldwide
mainly caused by the crystalline silica particles. It is a long-term lung
disease caused by inhaling large amounts of crystalline silica dust,
usually over many years. Generally some professionals are compelled
to breathe silicon dust unknowingly or knowingly, leading to silicosis.
Pneumatic hammer drill and sandblasting are the major sources for the
silicon dust. A non-occupational form of silicosis is also caused by
long-term exposure to sand dust in desert areas. Silicosis is marked by
inflammation and scarring in the form of nodular lesions in the upper
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Slice of a silicosis-infected lung

inflammation and scarring in the form of nodular lesions in the upper
lobes of the lungs. Silicosis resulted in at least 43,000 deaths globally
in 2013; 10400 in 2016, down from at least 50,000 deaths in 1990.

Silicosis is an incurable but preventive
lung disease. Recently, artificial stone is
being used widely in the kitchens,
particularly, producing stone dust leading
to more silicosis cases. The best way to
prevent silicosis is to avoid exposure to
dust containing respirable crystalline
silica. Use of silica and related compounds
cannot be prohibited for the domestic,
industrial and scientific purposes but may
be controlled and sufficient preventive
measures can be taken to avoid the health
hazards. Ever-increasing industrialization
and urbanization cannot be reversed but
mechanisms can be implemented to
minimize the environmental pollution
leading to the less health hazards.

Dr. Bikas Ghosh 
Deputy Registrar
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Hunger-induced displacement, SDGs and the right to food : 
The case of Sri Lanka

On April 10, as reported by The Hindu, a fresh batch of 19 Sri Lankan
Tamils including six children, arrived at Dhanuskodi, Tamil Nadu, India,
via the sea route. ‘A woman, Kasturi, 22, said the children did not have
food for the last four days. The essentials were either very expensive or
were not available.’ This kind of forced displacement has been witnessed in
recent times as the perils of a neo-liberal economy have resurfaced via the
ongoing Sri Lankan economic crisis, resulting in the country defaulting on
all foreign debts.

In the context of this crisis, the universal call to ensure zero hunger by 2030 undertaken by the United Nations in
2015 as a major segment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has faced a massive challenge. The
idealistic recognition of ‘rising inequalities within and among countries’ and ‘enormous disparities of
opportunity, wealth and power’ in the SDGs now appear like a paradox, as far as the Global North-Global South
contrast is concerned in terms of resource allocation. Further, perhaps the current imperative is about
reconsidering how to promote sustainable agriculture in Sri Lanka as underlined in the SDGs of 2015. This stems
from the fact that one of the major reasons behind this economic catastrophe has been the Sri Lankan
Government’s hurried ban on chemical fertilizers via the Imports and Exports (Control) Regulations No. 07 of
2021, which despite being revoked later, is still having a major impact on agricultural produce. In fact, since the
onset of the pandemic, in order to achieve goals beyond recovery towards 2030, one of the contended areas
where the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has contributed significantly has been green
economy. For instance, hurriedly taken economic decisions have resulted in the shortage of rice occurring due to

Hence, the lives of thousands of Sri Lankan people are in jeopardy who are now fleeing the country not on
account of war but on account of hunger. The prices of essential commodities like rice, lentils, sugar and milk
powder have reached skyrocketing levels due to acute shortage of these commodities. Consequently, hunger has
put the lives of Sri Lankans in danger, who, irrespective of their religion and ethnicity, are taking to the streets in
Colombo and protesting against the Rajapaksha government.
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economy. For instance, hurriedly taken economic decisions have resulted in the shortage of rice occurring due to
disruption in the conventional supply chain. As an option to deal with this challenge, the UNDP has promoted
local agri-businesses through the following local level government agencies: Provincial Agriculture
Departments, Department of Agrarian Development and public and private seed producers. However, efforts
are falling short especially as far as ensuring adequate food for everyone is concerned in the current
scenario.

Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) provides the right to food as a
part of the right to an adequate standard of living.
Sri Lanka, being a part of the upcoming July
2022 Voluntary National Review (VNR) of the
High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) on
Sustainable Development has a significant role to

“…they were hungry…
They were hungry because their hands were empty…
We didn’t know how they had ended up that way on that side
We didn’t know how we had ended up here 
We didn’t know but we understood why they walk the opposite direction to buy food on this side
This side we all know is hunger…”

play in implementing this right as far as its goal of sustainable development and its promise of ‘sharing
experience, including successes challenges and lessons learned in implementing the 2030 Agenda at its second
VNR presentation in 2022’, laid out in its letter to the United Nations dated July 8, 2021, is concerned.
Significantly, the United Nations also has to overcome the bias for the Global North in ensuring zero hunger,
because the harsh reality, as poet and activist Javier Zamora writes in his poem Citizenship, is that –

Ms. Sreetapa Chakrabarty
Assistant Professor,  Department of  Political Science
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



The darker chocolate 

Our favourite pieces of dark chocolate are even darker
than we are aware of. The magic bar can serve a lot.
This consistent buddy can chill mood, can impress the
loved one, can calm down anger and anxiety, and
obviously can satisfy hunger. Above all, there is no age
bar for loving chocolate bars. From the health aspect,
nutritious and antioxidant beans can efficiently reduce
the chance of heart diseases. The bad news is that this
delectable and indulging sweet is deliberately
contributing to global climate change.

Impact on the planet:

 The average consumption of chocolate as calculated is
eight kg per capita per year. The studies disclose that
the chocolate industry in the United Kingdom gives
out approximately 2.1 million tonnes of greenhouse
gases annually.

 A single chocolate bar guzzles almost 1,000 litres of
water during production as the reports bring up.

The global sales of chocolate are approximate to be a value of more than 101 billion US dollars. The
craze for this globally most loved sweet is growing bit by bit. Although we must not say no to
chocolates, let’s insist on chocolates that might be bitter in taste but are better for the earth.

water during production as the reports bring up.

 Besides, mostly cocoa is cultivated in the equatorial
humid climate and a good amount of resources is
necessary to transport the beans to factories. Child
labour is often utilized for the same.

 Moreover, the powder milk used in cocoa bars is
expensive due to high energy requirements.

 Packaging is another important root of pollution.

 Energy-intensive chocolate manufacturing, starting
from the use of fertilizers in the cocoa field and up to
by-products, emissions, and effluents from production
houses, puts in 22% of global warming impacts as
researched.
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Conserve waterbodies : Sustain life

Water is a fundamental natural resource to human and all

other life forms. From ancient times, people have been

known to settle at locations with waterbody in close

proximity to sustain their daily needs for water and also

for other developmental growth. Waterbodies are also

potential refuge that support conservation of biodiversity

and provide numerous ecological services. Thus, there is

a great connection between this valuable resource and

mankind. With increase in population and rapid urbanization,

there has been largescale water contamination. With

increased dumping of organic wastes and

wastewater into the waterbodies, there has been

degradation of water quality due to increased

microbial activity, leading to decrease in dissolved

oxygen content. Also, industrialization has caused

huge disposal of hazardous wastes increasing thehuge disposal of hazardous wastes increasing the

pollution load and pollutant concentrations in

To make the resource sustainable, there has to be

controlled consumption of water resource. There shall be

need for largescale public awareness generation related to

water and its conservation. Conservation does suggest the

responsible use of water without causing any degradation

of the same. Also, maintenance and monitoring programs

by respective authorities, waterbody restoration and rain

water harvesting technology are some other sustainable

approaches that may enhance the water recharge, maintain

waterbodies. This causes deterioration in health of the aquatic ecosystems and related adverse health

issues to humans. Thus, impact of anthropogenic activities on waterbodies have been huge and demands

preventive and protective measures.
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Dr. Chandrima Goswami
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Common Industrial Water 
Treatment System

the health of the aquatic ecosystems and serve as a constant source of the valuable resource.



Carbon footprint calculator : A web-based tool to understand
how much greenhouse gases you are emitting!

Climate change is happening. We can already feel that the earth is becoming warmer and we are facing
extremer weather events more frequently. Almost all scientists agree that climate change that we are
experiencing is predominantly caused by anthropogenic activities. Anthropogenic activities generate
greenhouse gases. These gases absorb the heat from the sun, which heats the earth and causes chain
reaction leading to climate change and catastrophic events. If we do not realize our role in climate
change, we are at risk of destruction of human civilization.

But, is there any tool which can help us to understand our individual role in climate change? Is there any
tool which can help us to make our family members aware about their role in emitting greenhouse
gasses?

The answer is ‘YES’. There are some tools which are called‘carbon footprint calculators’. Carbon
Footprint Calculators serve a crucial purpose in the world: to help people explore what it means to
live on our one planet.

Let me share with you about one such tool. It is called
‘Footprint Calculator’ and you can access it at -
https://www.footprintcalculator.org. If you visit the website
you will be presented a series of questions. The questions are
related to your frequency of eating animal-based foods; share
of unprocessed /unpackaged /locally grown food in your food

basket; housing type; house construction material; size of home; use of using car, bike and public
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Once you answer all questions, the calculator gives you an idea about –

 How many tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) are being emitted per year due to your life style and daily
activities? and
How many planets humanity would need if everyone lives like you do?

transport; frequency of buying clothing, footwear, household furnishing etc; source of electricity; habit
of recycling newspapers, plastic etc; and so on. There are options to record less/more accurate data
because you may not know exact figures or answers always.

BUT, before I conclude, I must issue you a WARNING:

It is almost certain that you will be disturbed or shocked when
you see the findings of a carbon footprint calculator. I got
shocked because I learned that we would need more than three
(3) planet Earths if everyone lives the way I do!

It is probably needless to say that such results are estimation only and bound to have certain limitations.
However, the estimations are consistent, logical, and a good starting point to understand how our daily
routine activities are leading to climate crisis. After presentation of findings, the website helps you in
identifying your personal habits you should consider to change. The tool /website also suggests what
steps you should take to make others ready to change themselves to save the planet.

Dr. Tanmoy Kumar Pal
Assistant Professor,  Department of Social Work
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Tagore’s initiatives for a sustainable environment

In many of his writings, Tagore wanted to convey that development activities are necessary but not at the
cost of environment. He was always in favour of a balance between progress and preservation. Tagore
first became concerned about man's impact on the environment after seeing and oil seal at sea on his way
to Japan in 1960. However Tagore did not simply look for a solution to the problem, he made something
creative out of his environment camping. The Nobel laureate poet depicted his intense affection for the
nature and its beauty in his literally works. For example “Chander hashi bandh bhengeche, uchle pore
alo/ o rajanigandha tomar gondho sudha dhalo". He wrote poems plays short stories and also a separate
group of lyrics in the form of poems for songs and the name of prakriti parjay (where prakriti means
nature and parjay means genre) emphasizing the needs to protect nature as well as our mother earth.

Tagore not only wrote extensively on man's
relationship with the environment but
implemented it too by building Shantiniketan.
It is surrounded by greenery on all sides. At
Shantiniketan, Tagore started the festival of
the earth through 'Vrikshropan' (planting of
trees) in 1927 at which the students would
sing and read his poems. This encouraged
more people to get involved in supporting his
campaign.

Amartya Sen quoted "he wanted more official and
unofficial promises for protecting the environment".
Halakarshan (tilling the land) was introduced in July
1927. On one such event, a patient Tagore wrote the

Shantiniketan

Halakarshan
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1927. On one such event, a patient Tagore wrote the
song "Maruvijeyara ketana urao he shunye", which
was a clarion call to increase the green cover across the
deserts through tree plantation. Besides classes in
Shantiniketan, were conducted under the shades of
trees not simply as a romantic idea, but as a deliberate
way of bringing students closer to nature so that they
would and unconsciously learn to respect it.

He also started an annual celebration of the arrival of
monsoon at the end of the dry season (Barsha Mangal).
Man is on an indiscriminate deforestation rampage as
he has got a taste of modern civilization. Trees are
being felt for fuel. But this is spoiling the ecological
balance. According to Tagore "a strange matter has
been seen about India. Civilization here takes root not
in towers but in the woodlands. India's first wonderful
flourish is seen where people are not cramped for
space. In those places there are abundant opportunities
for men to be in close proximity with trees, vegetation,
rivers and lakes."

At the end I feel that we should bring to light all of Tagore’s initiatives and inspire people to 
love nature and give our mother earth a reason to smile so that we can sing in chorus, 
"Akash bhora surya tara, Vishwa bhara pran/ Tahari majhkhane ami peyechi mor sthan".

Dr. Ruma Mitra
Assistant Professor, Department of Rabindra Sangeet
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education

Studying in close proximity to nature



Pledge to ‘Invest In Our Planet’:

World Earth Day 2022

To keep the earth a habitable place for our future generations it is time for

taking a pledge to not only protect, manage and conserve the resources and

properties of the earth but also to invest in the earth more sensibly and

intuitively. Let's check which areas need the special attention.. Michael

Sabia in2018,spoke in theMeetingof G7 EnvironmentOceans and Energy

Ministers of Canada, that climate change is an environmental concern that

requires intervention of both public and private capital. According to him

climate change instead of being a risk is an opportunity to do two things; to

contributepositivelytowards the transition toa lowercarboneconomyandat

the same time responding to climate change is an important profitable

investmentopportunity.

The future of our planet can only be good when the people inhabiting the

planet have a healthy life. So investments should be made in areas linked to

treatments related to climate change, proper urban planning solutions for a

smartfuturecity, properworkingconditionsforallworkersofthecompanies

linked to exposure to climate risks. Energy related emissions account for about two third of the world's global green house gas

(GHG) emissions. The need of the hour calls for substituting the fossil fuel use by other renewable sources of energy. For this

investments may be done in areas pertaining to overhauling the entire transport system by converting it to green technologies and

electrically operated transport systems. Use of CNG gas may be promoted. Carbon capture and energy efficient technologies may

beinventedAsperOECDlandis thesecondmostpollutingsource immediatelyafter theenergysector.

Emissions are generated from land clearing activities and intensive farming practices. The degradation of land on the other hand

entails a high environmental cost as it involves habitat destruction, ecological disruption and declined environmental services. For a

sustainable future investments may be made on land use monitoring, use of green and smart agricultural technologies, preparing

plansforsustainableproductionandconsumptionpractices.

Although the three fourth of the earth's surface is covered bywater but the usable amountof water is only0.3%. With the rising rate

ofpopulation , industrialization,urbanization, improvinglivingstandards, andemergingmarkets thepressureonglobal allocationof

water has intensified. If this limited accessible water is harnessed properly and conserved enormously then that would benefit the

future mankind. So investments maybe made on smart techniques that would augment the supplyside of water to meet the rising

demand side. Installation of proper water networks and linkages, water automation systems and meters, water testing and

desalinationtechniques,constructionofreservoirsandpromoteconservationofwetlands.
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Vultures in India: Threats and conservation
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Plastic monster appears in the hills….

Picture of a Hill station in Odisha 

resources, lack of economies of scale, and challenging natural conditions. Many mountainous or hills
regions, especially in developing countries, have limited capacity and infrastructure to prevent the
generation of plastic waste and ensure its environmentally sound management. This often leads to open
burning and dumping.

Some interventions:

i. End-to-end management of waste: Initiatives must be undertaken for bringing together urban local
bodies, waste contractors, citizens, waste professionals, hotel owners, tourists, market associations
and multiple waste experts together for participatory planning and action with respect to waste
management in the cities. Efforts should be made for developing a holistic plan with a core focus on
plastic waste and to develop town cleanliness operations. This can be through a participatory
planning approach complementing the Municipal operations in the hill towns, thereby bringing about
a visible change and influence the waste behavior of the local and tourist population. Concerted
efforts are required for streamlining the supply chain of waste from source to sorting, storage and end

Plastic is the most common type of waste found in
mountains or hills. The rapid increase of plastic
waste in this region is drive, to a large extent, by
tourism. Adding to the plastic waste burden that
mountains or hills are already shouldering, is the
spread of micro-plastics, which travel long distances
and often end up on mountains or hills. Moreover,
mountainous or hilly regions face specific
challenges in addressing plastic waste due to their
remoteness, limited access to human and financial
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efforts are required for streamlining the supply chain of waste from source to sorting, storage and end
of life solution. Digital technology can also play a significant role in enabling end to end visibility of
waste from source to end of life solution.

ii. Shaping behavior: Bringing about a behavior change both among locals and tourists is central to
addressing the menace of plastic waste. Any efforts done will only be sustainable if people are aware
of their role and they play their part responsibly. Social awareness and education are essential to
shape and encourage changes in behavior, but a gradual, transformational process is necessary. A
long-standing change in cultural attitudes towards environmental matters is often not attainable
through brief or standalone awareness campaigns. This should start with promoting sustainable
consumption through the 3Rs — reduce, reuse and recycle. Awareness raising should also talk about
risks to public health of inappropriate disposal and treatment of solid waste.

iii. Professionalizing waste professionals: The last mile waste collectors and pickers, who are currently
the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid, are the most essential part of the waste value chain. Up
skilling and enabling waste professionals to work in the difficult terrain of the mountains through
safety and health modules and training them in financial literacy and digital literacy modules to
improve their standard of living is the need of the hour. There is also a need to improve the working
conditions and compensation for these professionals, by providing them with basic amenities and
incentivizing their performance. Last but not the least, formalizing the work done by the waste
professionals through measures such as official identity documents can help unlock access to various
beneficial government schemes.

The challenges faced in plastic management cannot be tackled alone. This is a very important
area where viable innovative solutions are required to minimize the impact of plastic
packaging on the environment.

Mr. Souvick Kundu
4th semester student (Session 2020-2021)
Department of Environmental Studies, Rabindra Bharati University



Global warming: A worldwide threat to survival

Global warming is the term used to describe a gradual increase in the average temperature of the
earth's atmosphere and its Ocean, a change that is believed to be permanently changing the Earth's
climatic condition. Warming of the climate system is unequivocal and scientists are more than 90%
certain that it is primarily caused by increasing greenhouse gases (GHGs) that are produced by human
activities such as the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation. The average temperature of the earth has
risen between 0.4 to 0.8°C over the past 100 years. Aspects of global warming are discussed as
follows.

Cause of global warming:
Increase in concentration of GHGs such
as CO2, CH4, SO2, etc. in the atmosphere
which acts as a blanket trapping heat and
warming the planet.

Impacts of global warming:
(i) Evidence of changes to the earth's

physical chemical and biological process
is now evident on every continent.

(ii) High temperatures and severe
rainstorms and droughts are becoming increasingly common in now-a-days that come from the
result of global warming.

(iii) Changes in temperature and rainfall patterns, altered planet and animal behavior and have
significant implications for humans.

(iv) Global warming will impact some of the world 's poorest and most vulnerable people by disrupting
food production and threatening important species, habitats, and ecosystems.
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food production and threatening important species, habitats, and ecosystems.
(v) Additional effects of global warming include detrimental impacts on human society and the

natural
environment.

Solution to stop global warming:
There is no single solution to global warming. The following initiatives may help mitigate the same.
(i) GHG emissions maybe reduced by switching to low carbon fuels and reducing vehicle miles

traveled through smart growth and more efficient mass transportation systems.
(ii) Renewable energy sources (such as solar, wind, geothermal, and bio energy) can be used instead of

fossil fuels as they are cost-effective and non-polluting.
(iii) People can fight global warming by reducing deforestation and forest degradation and by

making food production practices more sustainable.
(iv) Developed countries should extend financial assistance to developing countries to facilitate their

transition to the low carbon development and to help mitigate both pollution and global warming.

Conclusion:
Countries around the globe have formally committed to the 2015
Paris Climate Agreement to mitigate global warming. However,
we’re not working fast enough. To avoid the worst impacts of climate
change, we need to reduce global carbon emissions by as much as 40
percent by 2030. All of us must realize and identify the fact that our
earth is not well. The present generation must take up the
responsibility of stopping global warming in order to
prevent the suffering of future generations.

Mr. Kartick Chandra Mandal, 1st semester student (Session 2020-2021) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Say “NO” to plastic wares

Introduction

Plastics are chemically engineered invention of the
modern era that comes from natural, organic materials
such as cellulose, coal, natural gas, salt and, of course,
crude oil. As plastics are polymeric in nature, it has the
capability of being modelled into different shapes. Plastic
containers have become indispensable in present life,
especially for storage and transportation of food.

Bengali are well known for their love for Mishti Doi
(sweet curd) and sweets like the roshogollas which are
were previously sold in earthen pots. However, now a
days, these clay pots have been replaced by plastic
containers due to the lower cost and convenience of the same. Plastic cups have also replaced earthen tea 
cups provided by roadside stalls. 

Adverse effects of plastics

• Most plastics are non biodegradable.

• Heaps of plastic wastes can be seen lying around the roads, littering the water bodies and clogging the
drainage systems.

• Plastics reportedly cause land, water and air pollution.

• Plastic containers contain toxic chemicals like Bisphenol A, S and F as well as polychlorinated• Plastic containers contain toxic chemicals like Bisphenol A, S and F as well as polychlorinated
biphenyl. These chemicals have been reported to cause cancer, weaken the immune system and cause
many more diseases.

• Food heated or stored for prolonged periods in these plastic containers are contaminated with toxic
leachates from the containers.

Remedies

• People should be made aware of issues related to
plastic containers.

• Usage of eco friendly biodegradable containers like
earthen pots and plates prepared from sal leaves
should be promoted as much as possible.

Conclusion

Railway Minister Piyush Goyal said that to make India
plastic-free, Indian Railways is now planning to serve tea
in Kulhad (earthen cups) at every railway station across
the country. More such initiatives should be undertaken
for protecting this planet from plastic pollution.
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Phytoextraction: A process of bioremediation

Phytoremediation

The etymology of the term phytoremediation comes from the Greek phyto meaning plant and Latin
remediation meaning restoring balance. Phyto remediation is defined as purification of contaminated soil
water or air with plants which are able to contain, degrade or eliminate metals, solvents, pesticides,
explosives, crude oil and its derivatives and various other contaminants from the media containing the
same. It is clean efficient cost effective and eco friendly as a post to processes that require excavation of
soil.

Phytoextraction

This is a method or process of phytoremediation that includes
uptake and concentration of substances from the environment
into the plant biomass. Generally, this process has been tried
more often for extraction of heavy metals than for organics.
Mining with plants or phytomining is also been experimented
with. After the execution of this process, the decontaminated soil
may be used for further growth of vegetation.

Some plants used for phytoextraction are enlisted as follows:

Common 
name

Scientific name Picture Metal extracted Remarks 

Angel's 
trumpet

Datura innoxia Cadmium(II); 
Chromium(VI)

Removes a wide 
variety of metals 
from soilfrom soil

Sunflower Helianthus annuus Arsenic A hyper 
accumulator

Alpine 
Penny-cress

Thlaspi
caerulescens

Cadmium;
Zinc

A hyper 
accumulator of 
metals at levels 
toxic to many 
plants.

Water 
hyacinth

Eichhornia 
crassipes

Lead; Iron; 
Copper; Nickle;

Cadmium; 
Mercury; etc.

Has been used 
for purifying 
both domestic 
and industrial 
wastewater

Some major limitations of phytoextraction are:
i. This is limited to the surface area and depth occupied by the roots.
ii. Slow biomass growth rate requires a long term commitment.
iii. Possible bioaccumulation of contaminants, as contaminants may enter the food chain 

from primary level consumer and travel upwards.
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ধির ী িদবেসর তাৎপয ও বিশ

ধির ী িদবস এক ট বািষক অনু ান, যা ২২ 
এি ল পািলত হয়, পিরেবশ র ার জন  সমথন 
দশেনর উে েশ । সব থম ১৯৭০ ি াে  

িদবস ট পািলত হয়, এবং বতমােন আথ ড 
নটওয়াক কতৃক িব ব াপী সমি তভােব 
অনু ত হয়, এবং ১৯৩ সংখ ারও অিধক দেশ 
িত বছর পালন করা হেয় থােক।

ধির ী িদবেসর তাৎপয

৫০ বছের পিরেবশ স য়তায় ধির ী িদবস 
পূণ ভূিমকা পালন কেরেছ। প ািরস চ েত 

২০০ দশিব ব াপী ি নহাউস িন াশন কমাবার লে  ২০১৬ সােলর ধির ী িদবেস া র 
কেরিছল। িব  ধির ী িদবেস সারা পিৃথবী জেুড় পিরেবশ সংর েণর শপথ নওয়া হে । 
২০২০ সাল এই বািষক অনু ােনর ৫০ তম বষ। ২০০৯ সােল রা সংঘ ২২ এি লেক 
আ জািতক ধির ী িদবস িহেসেব ঘাষণা কের।
রা সংঘ তােদর ওেয়বসাইেট বেলেছ, “বসু রা ত আকুিত জানাে । কৃিত ভগেছ। 
অে িলয়ার আ ন, রকড তাপমা া, কিনয়া ভয়াবহ প পাল হানা। এবার আমরা 
কািভড-১৯-এর মুেখামুিখ, য িব ব াপী অিতমারী আমােদর বা তে র াে র সে  
যু ।”
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যু ।”
রা সংেঘর মহাস টর আে ািনও ে েরজ বেলেছন, “আমােদর হেক কেরানাভাইরাস 
এবং জলবায়ুর উপর আঘাত ঠকােত স য় হেত হেব।”

ধির ী িদবেসর বিশ

১৯৭০ ি াে র এই িদেন মািকন সেনটর গলড নলসন ধির ী িদবেসর চলন 
কেরন। পিৃথবীর অেনক দেশই সরকািরভােব এই িদবস পািলত করা হয়। উ র 
গালােধর দশ িলেত বস কােল আর দি ণ গালােধর দশ িলেত শরেত ধির ী 
িদবস পািলত হয়। এক িবরাট সংখ ক সামা জক গা  ধির ী স াহ উদ্ যাপন কের, 
িব  আজ যসব পিরেবশগত িবষয়ািদর স খুীন হয় স েলা িনেয় সারা স াহ জেুড় 
নানা কাযাবিল চেল। ২০১৭ ি াে  ধির ী িদবস সংঘ টত হেয়িছল িব ােনর জেন  
পদযা া (২২ এি ল, ২০১৭) এবং এর অনুসরেণ মানুেষর আবহাওয়া সরলীকরণ 
হেয়িছল (২৯ এি ল, ২০১৭)।ধির ী িদবেসর পতাকা, জন ম াককেনল কতৃক িনিমত। 
বা সং ান পতাকা ায়শই ব বহার করা হেয়িছল। আজ, 
ধির ী িদবস িবে র বহৃ ম ধমিনরেপ  পালন িহসােব 
ব াপকভােব ীকৃত, িতবছর এক িবিলয়েনরও বিশ লাক 
মানুেষর আচরণ পিরবতন করেত এবং িব ব াপী, জাতীয় 
এবং ানীয় নীিতগত পিরবতন আনার কম িদবেসর িহসােব 
িচি ত কের।

Ms. Rinka Chakraborty, 1st semester student (Session 2021-2022)  
Department of Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



ধির ী িদবেসর িতেবদন িলখেত গেল থেমই যা মেন পেড় তা হল িবভূিতভূষণ 
বে াপাধ ােয়র লখা “আরণ ক” উপন ােসর এক ট অংশ, যা হেলা, “িবদায়  সর তীকু ী, 
িবদায়  তীরত সাির,  িবদায় জ াৎ ােলািকত মু  বনানী, ...............  কলকাতার 
কালাহলমুখর রাজপেথ দাড়ঁাইয়া তামার কথা মেন পিড়েব।  মেন পিড়েব যুগল সােদর  
আনা জেলর ধাের াইডার  িলিলর কথা। িক সুগভীর  িন তা। িবদায় সর তীকু ী!
িবদায়!”। এই লখার মেধ  িদেয় আমরা িব কৃিতেক অনভুব করেত পাির। কৃিত 
আমােদর কােছ য কতটা ি য় তা এই লখার মেধ  িদেয় আমরা বুঝেত পাির। তাই এই 
িবষেয় িলখেত গেল আমােক বতমান পািরপাি ক িচ  েলা ক তেল ধরেত হয়। 

থম উদাহরণ:
যখন আমরা পিরেবশ িনেয় িচ া কির,  ঠক সমসামিয়ক সমেয় দি ণ ভারেতর এক ট 
চল  ব  অিফেস িহট কের।  ছিব টর নাম “পু া দা রাইস”।  ছিব টর মলূ িবষয়ব  
হল ভারেতর দি ণ  অংেশর জ েল পাওয়া এক  দু াপ   লাল চ ন গাছ ।  সই গাছ ট 
কেট  তার  চারা বাজাির করার িবষয় ট  এই গে  তেল ধরা হেয়েছ।  পিরেবশ ংস 
করার,  াকৃিতক স দ চির করার  এই  গ ই  আজ  সুপারিহট।  যখন আমরা পিরেবশ 
িনেয় “ গল গল”  রেব িচৎকার করিছ,  সই িচৎকার ছািপেয় বিশরভাগ মানুষ পিরেবশ 
ংস করার উ ােস মেত উেঠেছ।

ি তীয় উদাহরণ:
ি তীয় উদাহরণ ট অত  াসি ক ও পণূ। রািশয়া-ইউে ন এর যু ।  যার 
পিরনিত এমন য, যেকােনা মহুেূত, য কান দশ,  পরমাণ-ু মারণাে র  ারা আ া  

ধির ী িদবস: াসি কতা

পিরনিত এমন য, যেকােনা মহুেূত, য কান দশ,  পরমাণ-ু মারণাে র  ারা আ া  
হেত পাের।  বতমােন, যু  ও অিতমাির -  জজিরত পৃিথবী খুবই মারা ক সংকেটর 
স ুখীন।
আমার এই দু ট উদাহরণ দওয়ার কারণ হেলা, আমরা সভ তার শীেষ অব ান কেরও 
পিরেবশেক ংস করেত  িবরত হইনা। তাহেল পাঠকগণ বলুন, পিরেবশ র ােথ 
িব মাতােক আমরা িক িদেয়িছ?তাহেল বছেরর িনিদ  িদেন ধির ী িদবস (22- শ এি ল-
এ)ও িব  পিরেবশ িদবস (5-ই জনু)উদযাপন করার াসি কতা কাথাও যন হািরেয় যায়।
পা ার,  িব াপন, সাশ াল িমিডয়ায় চার, পিরেবশ ও কৃিতেক  সংর ণ করার 
হাস কর য়াস হেয় দাড়ঁায়। 
তাই সকলেক আমার অনুেরাধ, যােত তারা চার না কের সেচতন হন, এবং অ ীকারব  
হন বৃ েরাপন করার, যােত পরবত  জ েক বািঁচেয় রাখা যায় বা বাচঁােনার এক ট লে  
পৗছােনা যায়।
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কিব সুকা  ভ াচােযর লখা “ছাড়প ” কিবতার 
এক ট অংশ িদেয় এই িতেবদন ট শষ করব:

“চেল যাব-তবু আজ যত ণ দেহ আেছ াণ
াণপেণ পিৃথবীর সরাব জ াল,

এ িব েক এ িশ র বাসেযাগ  কের যাব আিম-
নবজাতেকর কােছ এ আমার দৃঢ় অ ীকার।”

এই বছের তাই, ধির ী িদবেসর মূল ম ই হাক, গাছ 
লাগােনা ও অন েদরও গাছ লাগােত উদ্বু  
করা।

Ms. Madhumita Ghosh, 1st semester student (Session 2021-2022) 
Department of Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University, Centre for Distance and Online Education



Sustainable clothing

Our environment getting worse each day. To name a few, global warming, climate change, water scarcity,

pollution are some factors responsible for the worsening of the environment. Sustainable Development

defined as the development that meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of future

generations. One of the major sources of pollution comes from textile industry, due to introduction of fast

fashion. Manufacturing Acrylic, Nylon, Polyester does demand huge energy and use of chemicals, apart

from the disposal of the remaining of the fabric. Also, there is

huge demand for water in the overall processing of the fabric.

For examples, one shirt takes 2,720 litter of water. On other

hand Hemp, Organic Linen, Organic Cotton, Organic Silk,

Recycle Wool etc. demand less water, less energy, and are

biodegradable in nature.

Organic cotton is although costly but can be used with 60% cotton mix in the outfit. Also, reuse of old

clothes, buying sustainable approved clothing are some other measures. International industries like

H&M, Levi’s, ZARA do follow science-based target to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 &

pledged to use 100% recycled or sustainable materials by 2030. Levi’s use recycles plastic bottles in

Textile effluent

Sustainable fabrics IKKAT, 
BAGRU PRINT, AJRAKH etc. in 

local market 

India focusing on patch work which comes from leftover fabrics.

Ajrakh (an ancient dye process), Batik, Khadi, Hand-Embroidery

are some eco-friendly, sustainable practices that if practiced shall

enhance local culture together with economy. We may also

donate our werable clothes clothes in better condition to the

needy and that prolongs their use and reduces waste.

We can take help of social media to promote awareness on sustainable fashion. If each person can try to

follow Reduce, Reuse and Recycle in their daily life, it will make a global revolution.

jeans.

We may also donate our wearable old clothes to make

new raw fiber. These processes are very effective for

developing countries like India and can be further

incorporated.
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Conserve biodiversity

Mr. Debarpan Datta, Former student (Session 2018-2019) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
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Mr.. Hasibul Sk
1st semester student (Session 2020-2021)  
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University 
Centre for Distance and Online Education

Water Scarcity
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নিম িব __________

চপচাপ 

িবন তায় উপলি  শে র 

া র িঘের মঘ...
চপচাপ 
মৃত -উপত কায় গালাপ 
ফুেটেছ আজ

সুখ িৃতর িব েুত র ছাপ

চপচাপ 

নিম িব র ভ ণ 
মানুষ আর যাযাবর 

দারেগাড়ায় িন তা 
িবন তায় সমাি !

_______________________
_

Mr. SnigdhodebDutta
4th semester student (Session 2020-2021) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University
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Ms. SayantaniPodder
4th semester student (Session 2020-2021) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
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Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University‘Ecofeminism’

Ms. BaishakhiSengupta
4th semester student (Session 2020-2021) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
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Ms. Sneha Das
4th semester student (Session 2020-2021)  
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University

Save biodiversity, 
save earth

Ms. BeautiDas
1st semester student (Session 2021-2022), 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Centre for Distance and Online Education ,  
Rabindra Bharati University 29

Ms. BeautiDas
1st semester student (Session 2021-2022) 
Department  of  Environmental Studies
Rabindra Bharati University
Centre for Distance and Online Education

Stop
pollution



Keep the planet green

এই ছিব িলর মতন আমােদর পৃিথবী সু র, শস -শ ামলা, িচরসবুজ থাকেল 
ভিবষ ৎ জ েক আমরা বাচঁােনার লে  পৗছেত পারব।
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